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Abstract

This paper describes Knowledge Management for Distributed-Tracking (KMDT), which is an ongoing research and development project to explore methods to improve military functions in the battle space, such as command, control, and decision support. It features a hypothetical use-case scenario that shows how knowledge-management technologies, such as ontologies and intelligent agents, can be used to improve battle-space awareness and the decision-making process in command centers with respect to distributed tracking and threat identification of platforms. The KMDT sensor ontology is based partly on concepts described in the MIL-STD-2525B and STANAG 4420 specifications, which define symbology to represent level-one data-fusion information, such as the classification of platforms and targets in the battle space. The paper includes a discussion of ontology-integration examples of this with this symbology as it relates to fusion and tracking.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge Management for Distributed-Tracking (KMDT) is a U.S. Navy program to explore methods to implement FORCEnet, which is the Navy’s operational construct and architectural framework for naval warfare in the information age [9]. FORCEnet’s goal is to integrate warriors, sensors, command and control, platforms, and weapons into a networked, distributed combat force [9]. FORCEnet brings together disparate and separately developed capabilities in general, and multiple sensor types in particular. (See, for example, [23]). KMDT assembles enabling technologies to assess the information content exchanged in the battle space and develop enhanced awareness and control in command centers through a net-based capability for Navy Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR).

New approaches to tracking, command and control are explored using knowledge-management technologies [6] such as sensor ontologies [4] and intelligent agents [2] [5]. A goal of the KMDT program is to show that during their task execution, intelligent agents can access sensor ontology [15] to obtain information relevant to current sensor-data requirements. Analysis and Monte Carlo simulation [8] can assess information flows in the battle space and the effect of the information on target detection, tracking and the ability of sensors to align to a common frame of reference in time and in space. Not only can multiple homogeneous sensors track individual platforms, but also multiple sensor types can participate in a level-one data fusion task [22] (detection, localization, classification, and identification) coordinated by intelligent agents, thus reducing uncertainty in command and intelligence centers.

Distributed tracking is defined as determining successive locations of objects, using multiple nodes on a network to coordinate sensor measurements of targets. The information necessary for distributed tracking also contributes to target classification and identification. A method is needed to facilitate and automate distributed tracking in the battle space. A key component of this work is focused on data needed for distributed, heterogeneous level-one data fusion using Lines Of Bearing (LOBs).

Another key component of KMDT is the sensor ontology and its development method. KMDT is aimed at developing procedures and methods that will allow analysts, operators, and war fighters alike to reduce
uncertainty in command and control by better organizing and using the data collected from existing sensors.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation for KMDT. Section 3 discusses the background and method. Section 4 discusses concepts found in symbology that relate to data fusion. Section 5 describes the sensor-ontology structure and component integration, including observations about the noun ontology. Section 6 discusses the verb ontology and assertions based on actions related to data sensor-fusion. Section 7 summarizes the conclusions of the paper.

2. Motivation for KMDT

Cross LOBs using heterogeneous sensor data and other information from multiple platforms in the battle space can reduce the uncertainty in platform detection, localization, classification and identification. Sensors deployed on a single platform, such as a ship, can provide LOB information on unknown contacts and potential targets in their vicinity (Fig. 1). Historically, cross LOB targeting (i.e. using data from two ships) either is not done at all or it is limited to homogeneous sensor systems (e.g. all RADAR or all acoustic sensors). For this reason, information about multiple LOBs that could localize the position of a target often does not reach a command center in time to support the decision process. Sometimes information does not arrive at a command center at all because operators do not know what to do with new data that are not correlated with existing data. Such data fail to reach the threshold of information that is complete enough to support decision confidence.

Commanders and equipment operators often are overloaded with tasks and uncorrelated information. They sometimes have difficulty in obtaining correct information they need to make decisions in a timely manner. Often urgent decisions are made using uncertain information. Uncertainty, in turn, contributes to battle stress. Sometimes tracks and other data are lost because they cannot be transmitted efficiently or there is no perceived payoff for their propagation. To respond to a threat, the commander may need the data that are neither available locally nor transmitted from remote sensors.

3. Background and Method

KMDT is exploring new approaches to FORCEnet [23] that combine technologies in novel ways to amplify the effect of each technology. KMDT is focused on knowledge management technologies such as sensor ontologies, and intelligent agents to upgrade command and intelligence centers. One goal of KMDT is to assess the impact of these technologies on information flow in the battle space and command-center operations. Improvements can be realized through the application of heterogeneous sensor data from multiple platforms to distributed tracking of unknown contacts. KMDT-related technologies, such as knowledge-management techniques, are essential for the design of next-generation tracking systems that support network-based command and control. KMDT includes modeling and simulation (M&S) of information flow in the battle space. M&S is a relatively inexpensive way to depict both baseline use and more efficient future uses of existing sensor data without costly field trials.

Distributed tracking, that is, fusing tracking information from multiple platforms at possibly different sites, is fundamental to FORCEnet. Distributed localization and tracking can be demonstrated by cross fixing of multiple LOBs obtained from heterogeneous (e.g. acoustic, magnetic) sensor data. Cross LOBs from homogeneous sensor data are used routinely in ship and aircraft navigation to determine position. However, the use of heterogeneous sensor data to determine the position, classification and identity of unknown contacts and potential targets in the battle space has not been utilized effectively. Often new track and other data are discarded when they are incomplete or too fragmented to correlate with existing data. However, tracks may be lost because correlated data from other sensors and observations are not available in a timely manner.
The LOB calculation requires different sensors, and in some cases, disparate sensor types to localize platform positions and reduce tracking uncertainty and errors. To a first approximation, the uncertainty of the target’s position is minimized when LOBs cross at right angles. With sensors distributed on various ships, the intelligent agents can seek to select LOB data from a ship with near-right-angle geometry. (See Fig. 1).

Multiple sensor ontologies combined in a single format can increase understanding of message content and provide agents reference material for selecting the right platforms from which to retrieve data. Intelligent agents can access the sensor ontology [17], obtain tasking from command centers, and provide alerts when critical thresholds are crossed. The agents can relieve overloaded operators by retrieving more complete information from existing heterogeneous sources. The availability in the battle space of this additional information aims to reduce tracking uncertainty and targeting errors.

The focus of the modeling-and-simulation phase of the program is on the information required in messages to improve command-decision efficiency. In the KMDT modeling-and-simulation scenario, sensor data are transmitted in messages from intelligent agents on a network. This involves examination of the content of web pages posted by various ships on the network as well as messages that arrive in a command center via existing message systems. The design of the simulation includes both simulated baseline measurements and the same measurements made after the deployment of agents to acquire and process sensor data. It utilizes the results of agent-based data fusion by improving message-content comprehensiveness to reduce uncertainty. The KMDT design calls for data that are generated in the simulation to be posted to web portals. Intelligent agents access these web portals to search for specific data needed in the command centers that deploy them. In the simulation, this represents information flowing between various platforms in the battle space. Each friendly platform has a web portal and each sensor has a page where data are posted about that sensor, which constitutes a de facto message system.

An example scenario that is designed to model the situation depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 is under development to show how KMDT can be used in future command-and-control operations. A commander on board ship A receives a report from local sensors of an unknown contact that cannot be classified or localized using only the information in the report. An operator who supports the commander tasks an intelligent track-fusion agent, depicted in Fig. 2, to search the network for the web sites of friendly platforms and shore-based sensor stations that have observed the unknown contact as demonstrated by the cross LOBs posted to the web portal during the same time period. If possible, the agent-assisted operator will select LOBs situated roughly at 90 degrees to the unknown contact, as depicted in Fig. 1. Using the secure network as depicted in Fig. 2, the agent locates the web portal ship B, the position of which fits the criteria for cross LOB, preferably at or near a right angle. Thus, the unknown contact can be localized. In the case of heterogeneous fusion, in which the sensor types are different, the agent can use the sensor ontology to determine classes of contacts that could generate the signals observed on ships A and B.

Agents and ontologies also can be used to assist operators in classification when the position of the target is already known. In this case, the agent also uses the sensor ontology to correlate the known capabilities of the friendly ship with the kinds of informa-
tion that could be combined with the radar data of Ship A to yield a positive classification of the unknown contact. The agent obtains detailed information about the unknown contact, such as a LOB, sensor type, and sensor data from Ship B and returns this information to the operator on ship A. The operator fuses this information with the radar contact from ship A and recommends a classification (hostile, friendly or neutral) of the unknown contact to the commander who now has enough information to take action.

4. Concepts implicit in symbology

A discussion of sensor concepts in level-one sensor-data fusion is incomplete without invoking concepts from data fusion at levels two (situation assessment) and three (threat assessment). Our divisions into levels one, two, three, etc. are arbitrary categorizations of what in practice is a more continuous and connected flow of activity. For example, what is commonly viewed as level-one data fusion, such as the classification of an entity in the battle space as hostile, friendly or neutral, involves concepts from situation and threat assessment. Moreover, by limiting classification categories to hostile, friendly or neutral, we automatically exclude other concepts designed to express qualitative uncertainty, confidence of the situation, or potential threat level.

Data elements, data sets, and data structures, whether they are found in databases or on web pages, are abstractions of the physically observable world. (See, for example, [1]). Databases constitute a state of information [3] that represents measurable or otherwise observable facts about physical objects, events, experiences, and concepts. Symbols used in military command-and-control displays and decision-support system are higher-order abstractions that represent data on the location, classification, type and capabilities of platforms and targets in single integrated picture (SIP). Thus, symbols are meta-abstractions, or abstractions about abstractions. As such, a study of the symbology of a particular military community provides an insight into the concepts that are used in that community and the relative importance each concept or category of concepts in a particular community. The more important the concept, the more detailed and category-intensive that concept will be within that community.

Consider the dichotomy of the tactical and the analytical mindsets. In tactical operations, quick decisions often are required using limited amounts of information. Thus to support decisive action, the symbols used in the tactical community tend to be concise and limited in detail to concepts such as hostile, friendly, neutral or unknown, air, surface and subsurface.

For example, the Naval Tactical Display System (NTDS) target classification ontology is depicted in Fig. 3. It is based on the category type and color coding standard symbology in [20], as well as the MIL-STD-2525B [14] symbology [20]. NTDS includes the NATO 2019 symbology designed for ground forces. NTDS is an engagement-related symbology designed to support situation awareness and rapid perception of the common operating picture. Symbols in this minimal representation have small footprints for minimal display clutter. The NTDS symbols, which also are included in the OTH-gold specification, are simple enough to be rendered as font characters for efficiency of communication.

Figure 3. Target-classification ontology implicit in the NTDS frame and color-coding symbology standard [11], [20].
In contrast, force-domain symbology, described in MIL-STD-2525B [14], is preferred in the planning and analysis communities, which are not constrained by time criticality. These symbols have a larger footprint with ample surrounding text. The analytical community that uses these symbols requires more fine structure showing various details about each platform or target. These details surpass in number and in complexity the list used in the tactical community. Analysts generally do not need to make quick decisions that immediately affect operations in the same way that tacticians do. They are more concerned with the completeness, accuracy and reliability of their results. Since the devil always seems to be in the details, planners and analysts favor more detailed approaches in general. For example, the MIL-STD-2525B symbols have more fine structure and need to be rendered as graphics as opposed to font characters.

MIL-STD-2525B [14] specifies standard situation awareness symbology for practically everything that could appear on a tactical-display map. The specification has a hierarchical structure similar to a class hierarchy, starting with the most-basic concepts through very specific object classes. The hierarchy of a symbol object is specified by a sequence of numbers where each successive number represents a different level of the hierarchy. Using this sequence of numbers, and associated parameters such as location and time, display application software can identify the symbol to draw and where to put it on the user's display. A sequence of numbers is defined for line of bearing in general. By appending another number to the sequence, lines of bearing for various types of sensors, depending on the appended number's value, can be represented. Although the specification doesn't describe it this way, one can conceptualize the sensor-type LOB sequence as inheriting from the general LOB sequence similar to sub-classes inherit from super-classes. Using MIL-STD-2525B to define the basic structure of the ontology saves time because considerable effort has been dedicated to documenting an exhaustive understanding of the spatial tactical battle space in a widely known and used standard.

Consider the example of symbology from NTDS on frame and color coding [11]. This symbology includes the widely used classification of platforms and targets in the battle space that can be summarized as unknown, friendly, neutral and hostile. However, it also includes an extended more detailed list of distinct symbols that express degrees of confidence about a target’s classification. These distinct symbols represent concepts such as assumed friend (cyan), suspect (red), joker (red), and faker (red). The result of sensor data fusion can lead to platform classification according to an ontology derived in part from the NTDS Frame and color codes, as shown in Fig. 3.

The concepts encoded in the NTDS symbology are focused primarily on the status of platforms and targets in the battle space. They are used to report the best estimate of the battle situation in terms of location and classification that was determined or implied by the use of sensors and their data products. Whereas this ontology is not related directly to sensor characteristics per se, it relates very well to the products of sensor-data fusion and the expression of these results in decision-support systems designed to communicate the common-operating picture in command centers.

5. Sensor Ontology Structure and Integration

Sensors can be classified in various ways, such as by the physical property they detect, by whether they are active or passive, by their accuracy, by their availability, by their owner, etc. In an integrated sensor ontology, these various ways of classifying sensors would be represented by multiple inheritance links.

Figure 4. Example of a concept that occurs at different levels of abstraction in different ontologies.

A survey of existing sensor ontologies reported in [8] summarized some of the mappings for the ontologies found in the survey. Several ontologies were found but none was complete and no two ontologies were exactly alike [8]. No single ontology included all of the concepts in sensor-data acquisition, fusion, in-
terpretation, and usage, nor did any of the existing ontologies include all of the concepts of any other sensor ontology. Moreover, the ontologies found in the survey [8] addressed primarily noun concepts and did not contain explicit references to verbs, with the possible exception of Cyc [10], [21], which covers some sensor-related verb concepts implicitly in its upper ontology. Some concepts that occur in one ontology also can occur in another ontology but at a different level, as shown for the hypothetical example, in Fig. 4, where a concept at level 2 in ontology 1 also occurs in ontology 2 but at level 3.

Some noun concepts that pertain to sensor fusion were not found explicitly in any of the surveyed ontologies. For example, although ‘signal’ was found in three of the ontologies [8], [12], [21], characteristics that pertain to signals such as “frequency,” “period,” “wavelength,” “pulse-repetition rate,” “signal strength” and “spectrum,” were not covered in explicit detail. Also, the concept of “noise” was not covered in the sensor ontologies, although it could be part of a more general, upper ontology. Concepts associated with noise, such as “broadband” and “narrow band” were not found. The concept of a “propagation medium,” such as “air,” “water,” and “space” did not occur explicitly in any surveyed ontology, although here again, it may be present an upper ontology that does not pertain specifically to sensors. Depending on the placement of these concepts within the ontological structure, the specific data-fusion concepts will inherit characteristics from the higher and more general levels of abstraction.

The concept of ontology-based data fusion is discussed in [15]. Content ontology specifies concepts that include a description of what is believed to be the true nature of objects [15]. The content ontology together with the states of interest associated with a task, and the relationships within and between these states are also are important parts of a sensor ontology [15]. This ontology also includes concepts about the distinction between observations such as signals from sensors and the objects that give rise to these signals [15]. Using a complete sensor ontology and database of sensor-performance characteristics, intelligent agents can obtain data available on the secure network more efficiently.

6. Verb Ontology and Assertions

Table 1 displays some concepts in the verb ontology. The first two rows, pertaining to signal and noise, contain assertions that are equivalent. The next two also contain equivalent statements negating the first two. The concept of negation is not needed explicitly in an ontology of this level of detail as will be part of an upper ontology from which the sensor ontology will inherit characteristics.

Table 1 also shows some examples of predicates of various arity [10], [13], [24]. In general, true ternary and quaternary predicates cannot be decomposed further into a set of predicates of lower arity, such as binary predicates. This is a result of applying the general principle of keeping arity low [10]. The ternary predicates and quaternary predicate shown in table 1 are true higher-arity predicates that express key concepts of level-one sensor-data fusion. For example, in signal detection, a human operator is “in the loop” to interpret the signals and decide what they mean. The human cannot detect, classify, identify, etc. the target without the help of sensors, including but not limited to biological sensors (e.g. eyes and ears). Sensor data alone, without processing, correlation and interpretation are of no value. If a target is not present, the sensor operator in conjunction with the sensor cannot detect anything. Thus, “operator plus signal detects target” is a true ternary predicate. The same is true for the other ternary predicates listed.
Because two signals may be required to localize a target, as in Fig. 1, “operator plus two signals localize target” can be a quaternary predicate. If the signal pertains to radar, only one may be necessary for localization, depending on the required resolution. To construct a track, at least two signals and maybe many more may be necessary. Therefore, “operator plus signals track target” is a predicate of variable arity.

Table 1. Verbs and some example assertions that express concepts in the KMDT in sensor ontology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Relationship Type: arity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>Masks</td>
<td>Signal</td>
<td>Equivalent 1; Binary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal</td>
<td>Is masked by</td>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>Equivalent 1; Binary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>Does not mask</td>
<td>Signal</td>
<td>Equivalent 2; Binary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal</td>
<td>Is not masked by</td>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>Equivalent 2; Binary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal</td>
<td>Propagates in</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Binary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Is reciprocal of</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Noun inverse; Binary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Is reciprocal of</td>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Noun inverse; Binary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Changes</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Binary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Emits</td>
<td>Signal</td>
<td>Binary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Receives</td>
<td>Signal + noise</td>
<td>Ternary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>Signal + noise</td>
<td>Ternary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator + Signal</td>
<td>Detect</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Ternary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator + Signal</td>
<td>Detect</td>
<td>False alarm</td>
<td>Ternary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator + Signal</td>
<td>Classify</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Ternary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator + Signal</td>
<td>Identify</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Ternary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator + Two signals</td>
<td>Localize</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Quaternary predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator + Signals</td>
<td>Track</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Variable-arity predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Enhances</td>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>Verb inverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Degrades</td>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>Verb inverse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inverse ontological relationships can be noun or verb inverses. For example, “period” and “frequency” are reciprocal concepts. Here the subject and object are inverses. Because the subject and object can be interchanged resulting in a valid assertion, “period” and “frequency” are called “noun inverses” in the KMDT ontology. This is different from verb inverses, an example of which is the verb pair, “enhance” and “degrade.” For example you could not interchange “environment” and “resolution” and still have valid assertions. Note that the assertion, “Environment does not degrade resolution” is not the inverse of the assertion, “Environment degrades resolution,” because it is possible (at least conceptually) that the environment could have no effect on the resolution.

7. Summary

A major goal of the KMDT program is to simulate network-based level-one data fusion, which directly contributes to the implementation of FORCEnet. The major technologies addressed in this program, such as ontologies, intelligent agents, LOB cross fixing and modeling are needed in command centers as future upgrades. More specifically, ontologies can organize concepts at various levels that can be of use to intelligent agents during their task execution. These concepts range from the fundamental sensor characteristics and performance that pertain to activity early in the data-fusion process to concepts in the symbology that represents data about the targets and products of sensor-data fusion displayed in command centers.
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